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Captain’s Log
MOPS has always been a place with a welcoming spirit and sense of camaraderie. We often
talk about our struggles during motherhood, from
growing our sense of patience to potty training. This
month we decided we wanted to take the plunge
and go deeper for the first time!
In January we are talking about anchors;
things that weigh us down in life. One of the
responses I received from our group on Facebook
was how expectations of yourself (or from others)
can weigh you down. Absolutely! I think that is
something every mom deals with even past the
preschool years!

to admit to each other but really need just as much
help with. We hope after today that we will encourage to take the plunge with someone you admire or
respect and talk about some of the "anchors" you've
dealt with or maybe are dealing with right now. We
hope that we will inspire our MOPS community to
be more authentic with each other...cause you never know...someone might just need to hear that they
aren't alone!
Yours,
Adrienne Murphy

This month we want to talk about the hard
stuff, things like depression; things that we don't like

I Refuse to Sink...

Did you know?
1 in 8 women suffer from postpartum depression.
You are not alone, you are never alone.
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Q: My husband works a full time job and I am a stay at home mom who is active in the church. My husband makes
me feel guilty when I ask him to watch our son so that I can do something on my own (which is not that often). I
think he feels as if our son is my full time job and work is his. How can I stop feeling guilty about this and make him
understand that this time is important for me too?
A: This seems to be a more common problem than one
would imagine! I often hear moms talk about how they are
reluctant to ask their husbands to keep the children when
they have an opportunity to do something on their own,
even asking a friend, mother or mother-in-law to do it instead. So, first of all, know that you are not alone.

ever comes alone in a much more positive manner. So, let
him know that your brief times alone are also beneficial to
him and the family dynamics and it is not entirely for you
alone!
As for your son, you know that every boy wants to
be just like his dad! Remind your husband that his son is
"in training" to learn from him and all that he does or enjoys. These little times together will give your husband a
chance to encourage his son to learn all about him! Playing or learning how to play his dad's favorite sport, cook or
help cook his dad's favorite dish together, go on a "Daddy
Playdate" with other dads and their children. Your son will
probably call this "hanging out with the guys"! You may
have to throw out a few ideas the first couple of times to
help to make their time together a great experience for
them both. But then, maybe after a few times, this will
become a regular activity and you can even get to plan
your outings around their fun days!

Let's take this situation apart and look at it from all
perspectives and maybe we can hit on an angle that will
clear up some of the issue. First, you have no reason to
feel any guilt! I'd guess that this feeling comes from knowing that you love and appreciate all your husband does for
your family. That is most admirable in a wife and those
traits do need to be noticed and recognized as special. But, I'd say in return, that one of the best gifts that
you can give back to your husband is the chance to create
a bond with his child or children. This can only come from
spending one-on-one time with them and allowing him to
create a personal appreciation for them and who they
are. We all love our children, but they are unique individuals with qualities that one will only see appreciate upThere is nothing like communication with each
on close examination!
other and with God to help a marriage to grow. Be open
to listen and to share feelings and concerns with each othThen, sometimes, husbands just need to be told
er. Make plans together and with God for your family to
the truth! And, the truth is that someone who is able to
grow strong and to find favor in His sight
find time alone or with good friends is given a time to be
able to refresh the soul, mind and body! It enables a per- By: Sheila Furrell
son to renew and to be better equipped to deal with what-

Can you spot the OOPS?
Each month there will be an intentional OOPS
somewhere in the newsletter! Find it and then
at the next months meeting enter to win a door

Consigner Registration is now OPEN for the
Northwood Temple MOPS Twice is Nice Sale and
the Hugs and Kisses Consignment Sale!
Check out their websites for details:

prize! Just look for the box labeled OOPS!

http://www.northwoodmops.com/

Happy Hunting!

http://hugsandkissesconsignment.com/
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Postpartum Depression: The The same hormone drop that occurs in all Don’t trust mom to know best
mothers after delivery only happens to
But when a mom has postpartum depresBaby Blues on Steroids
trigger a chemical imbalance in the brains
“What is wrong with me? Why am I so
of susceptible women.
sad? Why am I so angry with my baby
for crying? I know that’s what babies do. Postpartum depression does not occur
because “you’re not a good enough
I just can’t handle it.”
mother,” or because “you’re not trying
hard enough” or “making the wrong
Does this sound familiar? You
may recognize it as the voice of the baby choices.” There is no shame and no
blues, a temporary tearful and sad condi- blame with postpartum depression; just
tion that most women experience in the the need for help.
first ten days after delivery. But more
Balance the chemical imbalance
concerning is that this may be the voice
The most effective treatment at this time
of postpartum depression, a painful,
is to use either the antidepresmedical condition that results in a more
severe depression, which lasts more than sant Zoloft (sertraline)
or Prozac (fluoxetine) for a minimum of
three weeks and often longer than six
months. It occurs in up to 13% of women six months beyond the point when the
after delivery (which translates to a half- symptoms go away. Moms must not stop
either medication abruptly, but must conmillion women in the U.S. every year).
tinue taking it as the doctor recommends
Postpartum depression needs medical
or until he or she tells you to taper it off.
treatment, and the sooner the better.
Unfortunately, if she needs to begin antidepressant medication right away, her
Why does postpartum depression hapdoctor will likely recommend that
pen?
The trigger for postpartum debreastfeeding must cease. This prompts a
pression appears to be when a sudden,
lot of moms to try and “tough it out” indramatic drop in hormone levels occurs
in susceptible women. But “susceptible” stead of stopping breastfeeding and
starting medication.
does not mean she brought this on her-

sion, she is usually the last one to realize
the degree that she needs help. Father
usually knows best under these circumstances.

self. Susceptible women often have a
personal or family history of depression.

Check out MOPS.ORG for this and more
great articles!

By Carrie Carter, M.D.

For more information visit Postpartum
Support at www.postpartum.net or
phone: 1-805-967-7636.
Let’s make a deal
If you hope to be pregnant again, I want
you to make a deal with me now — that
you will be open to your doctor, husband
or other family member or friend if one
or more tells you that you need to be
checked for postpartum depression.
If you are currently depressed — whether
it is postpartum or not — today is the day
to get help. Call your doctor’s office and
tell them your symptoms. If you feel too
awful or just can’t to do it yourself, have
your husband or friend call for you.
Even in the darkest moments of depression there is hope as long as you let others help you.

JANUARY BIRTHDAYS

8th-Karen McAmis
17th-LeAnne Coutouzis

19th-Meg Barge

31st-Kirsten Faircloth
31st-Heather Bishop
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MONTHLY PLUNGE CHALLENGEGet in the Word! This months plunge challenge
Upcoming Moppets Play Dates
is to read the bible. If you are already reading
daily make a commitment to yourself to continue
Wed. Feb. 6, 10 a.m. –
to stay in the word but if you aren’t reading daily
Fascinate-U Children’s Museum
-give it a shot! Start wherever you like and read
a bit every day. Starting at John is great, or
Spend the morning exploring Fascinate-U’s
Matthew (that’s where I started-so it’s a favor- hands-on exhibits where the young’uns can touch
ite!) It might be just what you need to get
and play with everything! Children can shop at the
through the day!
Gro-Right Grocery & Deli, respond to calls at the 911
For whatever was written in former days was written
Emergency Dispatch Center, give the NC weather
for our instruction, that through endurance and through forecast at the WNUZ center, and explore many oththe encouragement of the Scriptures we might have
er fun-filled exhibits. There’s even a toddler play area
hope.
specifically designed for the wee ones.
Romans 15:4

I love watching my son do
puzzles. He takes a piece, holds it
up, looks closely at it and usually
asks, “What’s this part, Mommy?”
To which I reply, “I don’t know,
let’s put a few together and see
the picture.” I thought about
how true this is for our lives. No
isolated situation or event in your
or my life is the end result. That
anchor that weighed you down in
2012, if you isolate it you probably aren’t going to be able to figure out what God is trying to do?
It takes multiple events throughout our lifetime until we finally
catch the picture of what it is God
is doing. God is working all those
things together.

A Piece of the Puzzle by Karen McAmis

God is doing in your life? Do you
see the big picture right now? Of
course not. If you have another
piece, does that help? Not really.
How about if you add another
piece? Maybe a little, but not really. How about another one, and
another, and another, and another? Pretty soon, after all the pieces (all the circumstances, all the
events, all the anchors in your
life) begin to fit together, guess
what happens? The picture is a
little bit more complete, you have
a little more understanding, you
can make it out a little better, and
you can actually see what God is
after. By the time it gets to the
end, you see the picture. But if
you judge your life on one event
It’s kind of like a puzzle.
that took place or even two or
All you have for today is one
piece. Looking back at everything three or four, you probably don’t
in your life and all you have is one have any idea of how God is
piece, do you have any idea what working in your life.

The whole idea is that
when you’re being pulled down
by that anchor, remember that
you just have to keep persevering! Push past it because it’s just
a piece of the puzzle! It’s like that
verse in Galatians:

“Don’t get weary in doing
what is right…in due time
you will reap if you don’t
faint.”
Galatians 6:9
Don’t faint! Don’t give in! God is
still at work in your life. He will
complete His puzzle (Philippians
1:6). God is trying to do big and
great things and this is just a
piece of the puzzle!

Don’t faint.

Until Next Month...

